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Summary of Proceedings

1.

Discussion Regarding the Operation of Pretrial Services in Travis County (Please see the
attached PowerPoint presentation.}

Presenters:

Rodolfo Perez, Jr, Director, Travis County Pretrial Services Department
Daniel McCoy-Bae~ Assistant Director, Travis County Pretrial Services Department
Stacy Brown, Travis County Pretrial Services Department
Summary:

The Travis team reviewed their organizational structure. The Department has more than 80 staff
members filling positions in Central Booking, Case Management, Drug Court and Management/Support
Services. They have a budget in the millions.
They describe three parts to their Bond Process:

1.

Pretrial Services Interview, which includes indigenous defense screening;

2.

Pretrial Services Investigation, which entails the use of three tools to assess the risk the
subject will commit a crime or fail to appear: ORAS-PAT, ODARA, TCUDS

3.

Pretrial Services Recommendation, including Conditions of Release

In addition to use of the risk assessment tools, Pretrial Services also collects four references indicating
family support, confirms an address in the community, and checks criminal history related to violent
crimes. The Pretrial Investigations staff recommends conditions of_ release, but the magistrate
sometimes adds conditions.
Individuals are booked, but do not go into jail. Since the program began a few years ago, there has been
a dramatic decrease in the number jailed.
About
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

half are monitored by case management after being released on bond. Case managers:
Ensure court appearance
Help the person get a job
Help with stability
Determine supervision levels (1, 2, 3}
Determine how often the person must report to the office
Ensure compliance with mental health treatment, if there's a mental health diagnosis
Link with community resources to support stabilization, compliance

Mental Health Jail Diversion is new and unique to Pretrial Services. It applies to individuals who
otherwise would have remained in custody and who need a higher level of support. Case managers can
meet with the person in the community where he/she lives, instead of requiring them to ~ome into the
office. Some are homeless. The county is just finishing a 3-year pilot. Results look promising.
The county uses several types of electronic monitoring:

1.
2.

3.

House arrest-the person is given a curfew; activities are limited; there's a we~kly schedule.
The county pays for all house arrest electronic monitoring.
GPS-typically applied in cases involving family violence. If the device is tampered with or the
person enters an excluded zone, law enforcement immediately checks on the people who may
be in danger. Funding comes from Scram Systems (Continuous Alcohol Monitoring), self-pay, or
sometimes indigenous defense.
Alcohol monitoring-ignition interlock devices (llD) such as Patient Activity Monitoring (PAM)
device

Questions were raised about how frequently case managers are called to testif'o/ and the extent to which
the testimony helps the defense.
,'

If brought in overnight (e.g., 3 AM), on the list at 7 AM if intervieweable. By the time the officer leaves,
there will he a recommendation and the person will see a magistrate or judge by 3 or 4 PM, with all
paperwork uploaded.

2.

Update from the Pretrial Services Subcommittee

.The Subcommittee met once on October 7. They are going slowly on hiring a pretrial services
coordinator, but have made progress on the hiring of an Indigent Defense Coordinator (IDC) and a
magistrate and on obtaining Padilla services. The plan is to interview candidates for both positions in
December and January. March_ 1 has been targeted as the start date for the new magistrate. The team
is also working on expanding the jurisdiction of the assistant judge to augment the services of the
magistrate. The Texas Indigent Defense Commission has awarded a grant to Hays County for a regional
Padilla program that will serve 13 counties in Region 3. Padilla services will be available free to all
indigent defense attorneys and for $250 minimum to other attorneys.

3.
4.

Discussion Regarding Proposed Policies for a Cite and Release Diversion Program
Update from the Cite and Release Subcommittee

Wes Mau and Jordan Powell summarized the proposed policies:
When apprehended for an eligible offence, person would be given a brochure describing the program
with a date on the back when the person would be required to show up at the District Attorney's office.
One day every two weeks would ,be set aside for this purpose during which a prosecutor would be
available. If the person's eligibility were confirmed, the prosecutor would offer a choice between being
charged or going into the Diversion program. Conditions of diversion would be stated, along with the
necessity of providing proof of successful completion such as attending class, performing a task. If a
person failed to appear, the DA might drop the case or file the case and issue a warrant.
1

Questions were raised about:
•
•
•
•
•

Whether a defense attorney would be present during the meeting at the DA's office or whether
one was required since no one would be seeking a confession, taking a plea, etc.;
How records would be generated and handled;
Whether the process would reduce opportunities for officers to exercise discretion when
apprehending someone;
What happens if person fails to show up for treatment or to follow through on plan; and
Who would handle screenings·

Because of the many issues yet to be resolved, the Cite and Release team asked to slow the process
down.

Discussion Regarding a Possible Counsel at Magistration Study (See attached handout.)

5.

George Naufal, Ph.D., and Heather Caspers of the Public Policy Research Institute (PPRI), TexasA&M
University, and Renee Danser, JD, Access to Justice Lab, Harvard University, described the "Counsel at
First Appearance" study they are conducting and invited Hays County to be one of the test sites for the
randomized control study. Arnold Ventures is funding the research and the Texas Indigent Defense
Commission (TIDC} has provided a grant to cover the cost of counsel at magistration. The study will
evaluate the effect of Counsel at Magistration on three outcomes of interest:
•
•
•

Type of bail and amount
Failure to appear and recidivism
Disposition type and sentence

The study will also include a cost-benefit component.
Data will be collected from January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020, with follow-up an additional
year. Days when counsel will be provided will be assigned randomly; all defendants magistrated on
those days (treatment days) will receive counsel. The National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
(NACOL) will provide training in December of 2019. In addition, the data collection pilot test will occur in
December.
To participate in the study, Hays County must:
•
•
•

Provide a letter of support to the research team and Arnold Ventures;
Appoint a study site team leader to work with the research team and to meet with them weekly;
and
Cooperate with NACOL on the development of training materials.

TDIC awarded a grant of $127,000 to Lubbock County to pay for counsel. Harris, Bexar and several other
TX counties are also considering participating in the research project, which is the first of its kind in the
US. Although anecdotal data suggest benefits of counsel at magistration, there is not yet any research
evidence documenting its effectiveness. This is pioneering research in the field.

6.

Discussion regarding a Central Magistrate's Office

As discussed under topic #2, plans are already under way to hire or establish a Central Magistrate's
Office. There is a question of where the office will be housed. May is the goal for having everything in
place. JPs will be kept informed. Commissioner Shell committed to "making it happen."
7.

Discussion and possible action regarding meeting times, locations and future topics for
discussion

No date was set for the next meeting. More discussion of Cite and Release is anticipated.

Overview of
Travis County Pretrial Services
Operations and Proc
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Bail in Travis County
• ProGess from Arrest to Bail
• General Process
• Local Nuances
•Judiciary

• Bail Outcome Optio
•Cash Bond
• Personal Bond
• Surety Bond
•Detention
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1

Pretrial Investigations Unit

• Open to the public
• 7:30 AM - 8:30 PM
• 8:00 AM - 8:30 PM
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Overview of Bond Process
• Indigence Screening

• The Pretrial Services
• Risk Assessment Tools - O
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Pretrial Investigations Unit
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Pretrial Investigations Unit
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Pretrial Investigations Unit
• Common Conditions added to ban
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Pretrial Investigations Statistics
• FY 2018: 38,546
defendants were
screened by Pretrial
Services, 25,679 were
eligible for Personal Bond
interview.
• FY 2018: 68 % of
defendants eligible for
Personal Bond interview
were released on
Personal Bond.
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Case Management Unit
• Open to the public
• 7:30 AM - 5:30 PM Monday-F .:da
• Closed Weekends & Holida s ·

• Caseloads include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regular Supervision/~a I "olence
Alcohol Monitoring Unit
Electronic Monitoring ( )
Global Positioning ':If em (GPS
Mental Health Superv sic
Mental Health Jail Djversi n
\
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Case Management Unit
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Case Management:
Regular Supervision Caseload
• Program Overview
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Case Management:
Family Violence Caseload
• Program Overview
• Ensures that defendants c:p ·pl
ed
conditions of release, esp 'ally counsel\ifg through
Travis County Counseling d Educationf.SE!rvices
(TCCES)
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Case Management:
Mental Health Caseload
• Program Overview
• Supervises defendants witj
who are released on bond
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Case Management:
Mental Health Jail Diversion
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Case Management:
Electronic Monitoring Caseload
• Program Overview
• Supervises defendants rel
charges
-• Ensures that defendants
release
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Location Electronic Monitoring
Devices
• House Arrest
• curfew-type monitor

• Global Positioning Sy
Monitoring (GPS)
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Cost of Monitoring Devices Vs. Jail

GPS

$9.70

--$3.64

$13.34

SCRAM

$9.50

$3.64

$13.14

EM

$2.70

$3.64

$6.34

N/A

N/A

Range: $13.58 to $113.55

Incarceration*
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Electronic Monitoring Enrollment
• Snapshot of Caseload size and the numb
funded Defendants

SCRAM

EM
Total
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Electronic Monitoring
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Electronic Monitoring
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Case Management:
Alcohol Monitoring Unit
• Program Information
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Alcohol Monitoring Devices
• Ignition Interlock Device (HD)
• Vehide-based device that prevery~
person who has consumed alco1\61

• Portable Alcohol Monitor (PA
• Device carried by defendant in
provide breath· samples at In
prevent alcohol consumption

• Secure Continuous Remot A coh I Monito
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Case Management Statistics
• Caseload Size:
• FY 18 Total number ofi-1
assigned to the case
• FY 18 Average month
balance (all caseloadi

9,281/
/

5,31~
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Case Management Caseloads
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What is "Legal and Evidence
Based Practices?"
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Legal Foundations

•
•
•
•
•
•

Presumption of Innoce ce
Right to Counsel
Righi: agaihst self-in i i ation
la ·
Right to due proces
Right to equal pro ct on u'\der
Right to bail that s n t exces~ive
I
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Legal Foundations: Excessive Bail
and Bail Reform
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Pretrial LEBP in a Nutshell

29

Time for Questions

30
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TRAVIS

COUNTY

COMMUNRY JUSTICE SERVICES
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Pretrial Services & Adult Probation
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Blackwell Thurman Criminal Justice center

509 W 11"' Stree~ Room 1.100
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Austin, TX 78701

case Management Unit
Executive Office Building
411 w. 13"' s~ 5"' Roar
Austin, TX 78701

Public Telephone
512-854-9381
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PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

October 24, 2019
Counsel at First Appearance
Study Question

Study Design

Cost to County

Time line

Support from co'unty

Examine the effects of counsel at first appearance. Focus on the following
potential case outcomes:
1. Bail type and bail amount
2. Failure to appear and recidivism
3. Disposition type and sentence
Study will also include a cost benefit analysis of counsel at first appearance:
1. Cost of counsel
2. Cost changes (decrease) due number of jail days reduction,
recidivism, re-arrest, etc.
Randomized control trial
1. Data collection from January 15\ 2020 to December 3l5t, 2020
2. Track data for a year past December 2020
3. Randomize days of which counsel at first appearance will be present
4. All defendants magistrated on treatment days will get counsel
1. Research team funded by Arnold Ventures
2. Cost of counsel needed at first appearance funded by grant from the
Texas Indigent Defense Commission (TIDC)
3. No available funds for DA to be present at magistration
Important dates
1. December 3rd and 4th, 2019 - training for attorneys who will be atJirst
appearance; training to occur in Austin
2. Training provided by the National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers (NACDL)
3. December 2019 - pilot data collection
4. January 2020 - start of data collection
1. Letter of support to be shared with Arnold Ventures
2. Appoint a point person or point people who will immediately begin
working with research team through weekly meetings to
a. Map out magistration process at Hays
b. Identify attorneys to be part of the study
c. Identify IT needs to generate necessary data
3. Provide input to NACDL for training material creation

If you have any questions please contact George Naufal: gnaufal@tamu.edu or 979.845.1025

4476TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-4476
Tel. 979.845.8800 Fax. 979.845.0249
http://ppri.tamu.edu

